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Abstract
A Damped Detuned Structure (DDS), known as
CLIC_DDS_A [1], has been designed for the Compact
Linear Collider (CLIC) study, and is presently under
fabrication. The wakefield in the DDS structures is
suppressed using a combination of detuning the
frequencies of beam-excited higher order modes and by
light damping, through slot-coupled manifolds. The broad
principles of the design are similar to that used in the
NLC/GLC [2]. CLIC_DDS_A is conceived to be tested
for its capacity to sustain high gradients at CERN. We
report on engineering design and fabrication details of the
structure. This design takes into account practical
mechanical engineering issues and is the result of several
optimizations since the earlier CLIC_DDS concept.
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INTRODUCTION
The CLIC_DDS_A structure serves as an alternative
to the present baseline CLIC design which relies on heavy
damping. It operates with a 120 degrees phase advance
per cell. The accelerating structure is 414 mm long and its
weight is approximately 9.8 kg. The accelerating structure

body comprises 24 regular cells, two matching cells as
well as input and output cells. Also the full structure is
equipped with couplers with vacuum and RF interfaces
and cooling system. The general view of the accelerating
structure is shown in Fig. 1.

ENGINEERING DESIGN OF THE
ACCELERATING STRUCTURE
Engineering Design of Copper Disks
The accelerating structure body represents a stack of
cylindrical copper disks, which are machined to form a
cavity of the RF cells. Geometry and tolerances of cells
are based on the RF requirements [3]. The basic geometry
of the regular cell disk is shown in Fig. 2. The cell has an
elliptical longitudinal section iris and convex elliptical
cross-section outer walls. Four slot manifolds are
incorporated in the cell to provide the light damping. In
order to avoid burrs which could be potential breakdown
sites, all edges of the disk are rounded with radius of
0.05 mm. Sharp corners of the RF volume are blended
with radius of 0.5 mm. Each disk has a self-alignment
feature with the nesting geometry for a reliable assembly.

Figure 1: General view of the accelerating structure.
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*The research leading to these results has received funding from
the European Commission under the FP7 Research Infrastructures
project EuCARD, grant agreement no.227579.

Figure 2: Regular disc cell. General view.
Although micrometer tolerances are required, each
disk, forming both regular and matching cells, is equipped
with four radial holes for the final frequency tuning at an
approximate range of ±5 MHz. The tuning of the RF cell
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frequency iss based on the
t
applicatioon of a pushh-pull
principle. Deedicated tuninng studs are brazed
b
inside each
of the four tuuning holes. The
T tuning deevice, linked to
t the
tuning studs by means off a thread, defforms the diskk thin
wall and thuus increases orr decreases thhe equivalent outer
diameter of the cell. Thhe configuratiion of the tuuning
system is shoown in Fig. 3.
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accelerating struccture and usedd widely for the CLIC X-band
d acceleratingg structures. For the lattter, a designn
innovation conceerns the usee of RF flaanges newlyy
deveeloped at CE
ERN. These flanges are based on a
rectaangular crosss section O
OFS copper gasket andd
symm
metrical, “kniife” based design.

Eng
gineering Deesign of Coooling system
m
In
n order to extract
e
the hheat dissipated
d during thee
operration of the acceleration structure, a water
w
coolingg
systeem is implem
mented. The ccooling system
m consists off
two copper coolinng blocks of 2250 mm length
h (see Fig. 1)..
The blocks are brrazed to the aaccelerating structure bodyy
by means
m
of thin foil
f (50 µm) oof brazing allo
oy (see detailss
in th
he following chapter),
c
provviding thus a good thermall
contaact for an efficient heat excchange. Each block
b
has twoo
sepaarate cooling circuits suppplied with water
w
throughh
tubes of 6-mm innner diameteer brazed to the inlet andd
outleet of the blockk.

FAB
BRICATIO
ON OF THE
E ACCELE
ERATING
STRUCT
TURE

Figure 3: Tuning
T
system
m of the acceleerating structuure.

Engineerinng Design of Couplers
For the RF input annd output off the accelerrating
structure the Mode Launchher coupler iss used. This tyype of
couplers proovides the highest
h
possiible electric field
symmetry allong with botth reduced surrface electric field
and local surrface heating.
The basicc mechanical design of thee coupler has been
developed and appliedd previouslyy for NLC
C/JLC

The
T
disk cellls are fabriicated using ultra-precisee
turniing and millinng processes. The shape tollerance variess
from
m 5 µm in the iris and cavity regions to 20 µm in thee
damp
ping slot regioon. Flatness oof the coupling faces of thee
disk is defined wiith a tolerancee of 1 µm in order
o
to fulfill
the bonding
b
requirrements. Speccial attention is
i given to thee
transsition area of turning
t
and m
milling processses as the tooll
chan
nge creates a step. The deppth of such a step is keptt
below
w 5 µm. The surface roughhness varies frrom 0.025 µm
m
on th
he disk internnal surfaces tto 0.8 µm on
n the externall
surfaaces.

Figure 4: Shape accurracy measurem
ments of the irris region.
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Cop
pper Disks and
a Accelerrating Structure Body
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As a first step for the production of the accelerating
structure, four prototype disks of the same type have been
fabricated by VDL ETG [4]. Prototype disks were
subjected to the dimensional control at factory by using
the following equipment: Zeiss UPMC 850 Carat (for
dimensional and shape accuracy measurements) and Zygo
NewView 5032 (for roughness measurements). The
results of the inspection are very promising as the
accuracy met the requirements. The most relevant results
of the metrological inspection are presented in Fig. 4.
Before any heat treatment is applied, all stainless and
copper parts are cleaned with specially developed
procedures including vapour degreasing, alkaline soak
cleaning, chemical etching, ultrasonic cleaning in deionized water and alcohol.
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Brazing and Assembly of the Accelerating
Structure
After several heat treatments, joining of the disks
follows by diffusion bonding under Hydrogen and at
about 1000°C. For the alignment of the disks stack the
outer disk diameter of 45±0.005 mm is used as a
reference. The achieved assembly tolerance is lower than
10 µm. For the qualification of the diffusion bonding, the
stack of three prototype disks was used. The operation has
been performed at Bodycote [5] facilities as following:
outgassing and bonding at 1040°C for about 2h. The
results showed a good quality of the joint as the cut
inspection revealed a noticeable grain growth across the
bonding plane (see Fig. 5).

assemblies. The two main sub-assemblies are identified as
couplers and cooling blocks. The coupler is brazed in two
steps: the first one concerns the brazing of the coupler
body at 1045°C, and then the second the brazing of the
beam pipe, vacuum and RF flanges at 1035°C. For the
cooling block only one brazing cycle at 1045°C is needed,
allowing for joining caps and cooling tubes. For each
subsequent brazing step an alloy of lower melting point is
used. Typical alloys are 25Au/75Cu, 35Au/65Cu, and
50Au/50Cu. The assembly is leak-checked after each
brazing step. The final brazing between disks stack,
couplers, cooling blocks and tuning studs occurs at a
temperature of 1020°C. Afterwards the structure is ready
for RF tuning and characterization.

CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE STEPS
To enhance worldwide collaboration, Morikawa
Kanagata Co. (Japan) [6] was chosen for the
manufacturing of the complete accelerating structure. The
final optimization on manufacturing drawings and
technology
procedures
has
been
successfully
accomplished in close collaboration with KEK
colleagues. The next task is the production of ten
prototypes of regular disks, five of them will be selected
for the dedicated RF measurements. The machining of the
disks for the final structure is expected by January 2012.
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Once the stack of disks is bonded and leak tightness
checked, it has to be brazed to other parts and sub-
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